To whom it may concern:

Tuesday Nov. 6th I did the semiannual inspection of the Carroll County House of Corrections as required by law. My overall opinion of the facility was that it is in good condition but there are areas requiring attention.

The main corridors need to have professional care. Buildup of old wax at the point that the floor meets the wall makes the corridors’ floors appear dirty.

The floors need to be taken down to the tile and re waxed.

Day Room IV showers are in bad need of attention. They are appearing dirty and unhealthy.

Other than these two obvious situations there seems to be no major problems. Below are my comments.

1) Briefing room has stained rugs.
2) Lobby needs more furniture. I was told that a toy box seat will be arriving soon.
3) Day Room I needs cleaning and more furniture...book case, for example.
4) The corridor walls throughout the building need the chipped paint touched up.
5) Day Room II had food on the floor which should have been cleaned up.
6) Rec Area needs the funds to have a roof and screening built.
7) Stairs in Day Room II to upstairs need OSHA tape re-applied.
8) Day Room IV to the outside needs to have better seal to the weather, not towels.
9) Day Room IV received a poor grade for cleanliness.
10) Library very nicely painted. A credit to the facility.
11) Kitchen gets good grades for cleanliness.
12) MS Unit dirty. Should be cleaned up before the day’s work starts.

My overall impression and rating is that the facility is in better condition than it was when I did my last inspection two years ago.

Respectfully submitted

[Signature]
Commissioner David L. Babson, Jr.